Leveraging an on-demand staffing
solution in 5 easy steps
Digital staffing: The future of work
Is your agency embracing digital transformation to keep up with the gig economy? Workers are. In fact,
9.2 million Americans are expected to work in the gig economy by 2021 and your clients are seeing the
benefits. Now, the ability to augment staff with gig workers is shaping the way employers fill their shifts.
Implementing an on-demand staffing solution can help agencies like yours capitalize on this trend.

Benefits

Smarter Deployment

Reduced Time to Fill

Flexibility

Our smart match algorithm puts the
right talent at your fingertips and
finds the best match for your clients.

On-demand staffing can help firms
fill shifts in minutes through the
mobile app. No more phone calls
to fill your clients’ orders!

Scale staffing up
or down based on
seasonal needs.

Your agency: Powered by Shiftgig
Deploy by Shiftgig is a software platform centered around an easy-to-use mobile app for your clients and
workers. Deploy helps your agency retain, optimize, and redeploy your workforce by putting choice and
flexibility in their hands and by giving your clients real-time insight into their orders. It’s simple:

1. Place a work order
Enter a shift description, number of workers needed, and
number of days. Your clients also have the option to do this
through self-service.

2. Fill Client Shifts
Your agency’s pre-vetted workers browse and
claim your clients’ available shifts that match
their skills.

3. View the status
On the day of the job, keep track of what’s happening by viewing
your roster, communicating with workers, and viewing the outcome
of each shift. See tracked time with our mobile time card.

4. Give and get feedback
Once the work is complete, clients and workers rate their
experience. Clients can also provide feedback to keep their
favorite workers coming back!

5. Optimize and redeploy
Save time by optimizing the search for workers. Your agency
is able to curate a pool of talent that you can redeploy when
you have shifts to fill that fit their schedules.

Want to learn more about Deploy by Shiftgig?
Learn More
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